1. The field of elliptic modular functions of level « is a finite galois extension A of the field C(j) generated over C by the Weierstrass absolute invariant j. Furthermore, the galois group is LF(2, n) = SL(2, Z/nZ)/ ±I2 and the genus g of A is given by 2g-2= 1/12 -in -6)n2 JJ (1 -l/q2) q\n for n > 2 ig = 0 for n = 1, 2). If p is a prime number not dividing n and if k is an algebraic closure of GF(p) = Z/pZ ik can also be an algebraic closure of Q), I gusa [4] constructed a galois extension of k(j) with the same galois group and the same genus. On the other hand, if the level n is a prime number q, Hecke [3] proved that A/C(j) is uniquely determined by the two properties. The purpose of this short note is to extend this theorem of Hecke in the following way:
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Theorem.
Let K/kij) be a galois extension of genus g in = q) with LF(2, q) as galois group. Then, the ramification of K/k(J) is uniquely determined. Hence, (eis in Igusa's extension) K/kij) is ramified over one point with index q and over two other points with indices 2, 3 for p9i2, 3, over one other point with the tetrahedral group as inertia group isecond ramification group = trivial) for p = 2 and with the dihedral group of order 6 as inertia group isecond ramification group = trivial) for p = 3. Moreover, in the case p9i2, 3, iif we fix three points with ramification indices 2, 3, q) the extension K/kij) is uniquely determined.
2. We shall start proving the theorem. Since the case q = 2 can be treated separately (and rather easily), we shall assume that q is an odd prime. Suppose that A is ramified over k(J) atj = ai, a^, • • • , aw and that Tiai) D Viiai) D V2(a{) D ■■ ■ is a sequence of the inertia group and the first, second, • • • ramification groups at a place of A lying over ei¿. Then, it is a normal sequence (unique up to an inner automorphism of LF(2, q)) such that Fi(ez¿) is the unique p-Sylow group of P(o¿) with cyclic factor group. In particular, the commutator group of P(a») has to be a p-group. Now, thanks to Gierster Since the right side of the genus formula is not integral at q, at least one d, say ex, is a multiple of q. Then P(ai) is either Cq or the tetrahedral group (with q = 3, p = 2). In the second case, K contains a cyclic subextension of k(j) of degree 3, hence e2, say, is also a multiple of g = 3. If T(a2) is again the tetrahedral group, we get ex = e2=\2, Ex, £2^3, and this will bring a contradiction.
Hence, we can always assume that T(ax) is Ca-This implies 2Z (Ei -DM -(2 -«) + 1/6. t>i Since e¿^2 and £¿^0, therefore, we have w^3 and certainly w=g2. Suppose, first, that w = 3. Then, we see immediately that e2 = 2. e3 = 3 with p2 = p3 = 0, hence p?£2, 3. Suppose, next, that w = 2, Then, we have e2 = 6iE2-1) and this is a multiple of p. Consequently, T(a2) is Cm in (i), D2n in (ii) with n = 3r or the tetrahedral group (with V2(a2) = 1). In the second case, we see that T(a2) = L>6 (with V2(a2) = 1). We shall show that the first possibility has to be rejected entirely.
3. We recall [l] that subgroups in (i), (iii) are unique up to inner automorphisms of LF(2, q). We denote by 2 the subextension of k(j) which corresponds (by the theory of Galois) to the group of linear transformations
x-Ht2x+b with a in GF(q)* ( = multiplicative group of GF(cj)) and b in GF(q). Using Hubert's galois theory, we shall calculate the relative genus formulas for K/"Z and for X/k(J) (cf. [4, pp. 473-474] ). In doing this, we can assume that P(fli) is the group of d. L. Mcquillan linear transformations
x->x+b with b in GF(g). Suppose, first, that P(ö2) = Ce% with e2\ iq -l)/2. Then, we can assume that Tia2) is the subgroup of order e2 of the group of linear transformations
x-*a2x with a in GF(e/)*. Thus, if go is the genus of 2, we get 2g-2 = (q-l)2/2 + q(q-l)/e2-((e2-l) + E2) + qiq-l)/2-i2go-2), 2go -2 = iq -1) + iq -l)/e2-iie2 -I) + E2) -2(? + 1).
By eliminating go, we get qiq+l)iq -l) =0. This is a contradiction. Suppose, next, that Tia2) =Ces with e2\ (e/+l)/2. Then, in the same way we get 2g-2 -iq -1)V2 + qiq -l)/2-(2g" -2), 2go-2 = iq-l) + iq+ l)/e2-He2 -I) + E2) -2(q + I),
and hence qiq + l)iq -l)=0. This is a contradiction.
4. Finally, we shall indicate how the uniqueness of K/kij) follows from the information about ramifications in the case p?^2, 3. Suppose that Ki/kij), K2/k(J) are two such extensions, i.e. with the same genus g and with AF(2, q) as galois group. By an automorphism of k(j), we can make an adjustment so that Ki/kij), K2/k(j) are ramified over the same three points ai, a2, a$ with the same indices. Consider their compositum Q/k(J) (in some algebraic closure of k(j)). Then &/k(j) is ramified only over a1( a2, a3 and, in fact, tamely. Let G be the galois group of Q/k(J) and let Hi, H2 be the normal subgroups of G which correspond to Ai, A2. Then, by a general result of Grothendieck [2] , we can pick ci, er2, era from inertia groups over ai, a2, a% which generate G and which satisfy erier2cr3=l. Let oí, oí' be the images of er» in G/Hi, G/H2. Then, by a lemma of Hecke [3, p. 574], there exists an isomorphism G/Hi ~ G/H2 in which er,' and <r<" correspond to each other. This is possible (if and) only if Hi = H2 completing the proof.
